Are rats more human than mice?
In contrast to rats, mouse models are nowadays generally used for the investigation of immune responses and immune-mediated diseases, there are many different strains and mouse-specific tools available, and it is easy to generate transgenic and constitutive or inducible knockout mice for any gene. Many immune markers and mechanisms have been detected in mice and have been introduced as gold standard in immunology, however, some turned out to be not unconditionally transferable to the human immune system. Rats have been used more frequently in former days but are mostly outstripped by mice due to the fact that fewer strains are available, they need more space than mice, are more expensive to maintain and breed, and it is extremely difficult to generate transgenic or ko-rats. Consequently, the choice of rat-specific diagnostic tools like antibodies is quite poor and most researchers have switched to mouse models for the investigation of immune mechanisms, while rats are still widely used for toxicology by the pharmaceutical industry. However, it should be taken into consideration that there are some immunological similarities between rats and humans that are not presented in mice. Some of them like MHC class II and Foxp3 expression by activated effector T cells we have detected during our research on the immune response of rat models of experimental autoimmune uveitis.